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Abstract –Air to water heat pumps account by more than 70% 

for the main share of HP-systems of the European HP market. 

Retrofitting applications in particular show a very high potential 

for the A/W heat pump technology. Innovative components will 

pave the way for the next generation heat pumps. In case of the 

evaporator, low refrigerant charge is introduced by using bionic 

distributors and evaporator icing is studied on several heat 

exchanger designs by using advanced experimental and numerical 

methods. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The building sector is one of the key consumers of energy in 

Europe today with an overall rising trend over the past 20 

years. To replace inefficient heating systems based on fossil 

fuels or direct electric heating, it is essential to renovate and 

retrofit these buildings. The proposed heat pump technology 

offers a solution to both present and future challenges. The goal 

of the GreenHP (www.greenhp.eu) project is to investigate and 

develop a new highly efficient heating system based on large 

capacity air-to-water heat pumps for retrofitting multi-family 

houses and commercial buildings with a focus on cities. This 

heat pump system will use the natural refrigerant propane 

(R290) and will interact with large (renewable) energy systems, 

like the smart grid in particular.  

An important objective is the development of new 

components of large capacity heat pumps ready for 

commercialisation in the follow-up process of the project. A 

new compressor concept was developed specifically for R290, 

which is integrated in a holistic control strategy for most 

efficient energy management with minimized oil charge to 

reduce refrigerant charge. The use of aluminium micro-channel 

tubes in the condenser allows an improved heat exchange 

compared to conventional steel designs in brazed plate heat 

exchangers and a significant weight reduction. It is important to 

provide sufficient corrosion stability by usage of advanced 

aluminium alloys. 

On the air side of the evaporator, highly efficient air fins were 

developed that are less sensitive to icing and easy to defrost. 

This was achieved by applying advanced numerical (CFD and 

ice aggregation simulations) and experimental (image capturing 

and transient mass acquisition) approaches. The simulations are 

based on fundamental principles of energy and mass 

conservation. In the frost layer, a quasi-steady and uniform 

distribution is assumed and the mass transfer implementation 

has been based on the Lewis analogy. The simulations have 

been used in the parametric study of the evaporator fin design 

with respect to the frosting characteristics. The obtained results 

allowed for a better insight into the temporal and spatial frost 

distribution and related parameters that are the most influential, 

which guided the evaporator design towards the optimal 

frosting configuration. Special attention had to be paid to the 

acquisition and analysis of the mass signals recorded in the ice 

aggregation process, as the turbulent air flow and vibrations 

introduced by the coolant lead to highly fluctuating mass 

signals. Furthermore, the fan was optimised for better handling 

of icing conditions as well as minimized noise production by a 

combined sizing of evaporator and fan.  

On the propane side of the evaporator a novel approach was 

used, utilizing a bionic distributor to evenly load the micro-

channel tubes with constant vapor qualities of the refrigerant. 

An algorithm was developed based on reliable flow regime 

maps to reach symmetrical flow conditions at each bifurcation 

with controlled mass fluxes and vapor qualities and void 

fractions, respectively. Starting from the feeding line at the 

outlet of the expansion valve a binary bifurcation takes place up 

to all 64 passages of the evaporator. For the purpose of 

validation, there was a lack of appropriate two-phase pressure 

drop models for bends and bifurcations within the distributor. 

Therefore, in analogy to the air side, the experimental and 

numerical approaches were applied. Special attention was 

necessary for the manufacturing process to connect distributor 

and evaporator. 

The innovative approaches on the air-side and propane side 

like a sound-reduced combination of evaporator and fan, an 

evaporative heat transfer allowing small refrigerant charges and 

a frost-resistant evaporator culminate in a highly interesting 

component development for future heat pump product 

developments.  

II. AIR-SIDE OF THE EVAPORATOR 

Both experimental and numerical methods have been used to 

characterize the icing behavior of cooled fin samples and small 

heat exchanger packages. Experimental methods are based on a 

small scale wind tunnel placed in a climate chamber. The wind 
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tunnel is equipped with both global and local measurement 

devices described in detail in section II.A. Computational Fluid 

Dynamics (CFD) simulations are used for the analysis of the ice 

onset and growth under icing conditions on fin samples and 

HEX packages. These techniques are discussed in section II.B. 

In Air/Water Heat pumps the ice and frost formation has been 

studied by Albert et al. [6], defrost cycle performance has been 

investigated by Hewitt et al. [11] and Payne et al. [15]. Surface 

Coatings have also been visited in heat pumps [14]. In the field 

of tube heat exchanger, pure condensation phenomena have 

been analyzed by Browne et al. [7], Cavallini et al. [8], 

Fitzgerald et al. [10] and Marto [13] – icing on tubes by 

Cremaschi et al. [9] and Kollar et al. [12]. Wang et al. have 

worked extensively on heat transfer and friction in fin-and-tube 

heat exchangers (plate, wavy, louvered) [16]-[17]. 

A. Experimental Methods 

A small scale wind tunnel was built to be set-up in the AIT 

climate chambers supporting typical cross sections (width x 

height) from 250x30 mm2 to 344x244 mm2. The wind tunnel is 

built as a modular setup in an open-loop configuration. 

Different devices can be examined in the test section allowing 

diagnostics of temperature, humidity, pressure and volume flow 

rate on the air-side and the measurement of temperature and 

volume flow rate on the coolant side. Mass growth of the fins 

and heat exchanger packages due to condensation and icing can 

be determined online: the devices are mounted on a scale which 

records mass growth during the icing process.  

 

 

Fig. 1.  AIT small scale wind tunnel. The modular set-up allows for easy 
exchange of different heat exchanger devices through an adaptable test section. 

The wind tunnel and especially the test section is built out of  

transparent materials allowing for the application of optical 

measurement methods like particle image velocimetry (PIV) 

and image capturing techniques. Fig. 1 gives a schematic 

overview of the wind tunnel and the locations of global flow 

parameters, Fig. 2 shows the experimental setup placed in one 

of the climate chambers at AIT. 

 

Fig. 2.  Setup showing from left to right: settling chamber, inlet section, heat 
exchanger test section with scales, outlet section and the fan. 

Particle Image Velocimetry measurements have been 

performed to access velocity maps in the middle of the wind 

tunnel – these measurements have been done without a sample 

in the test section and show a uniform flow distribution at the 

end of the inlet section – proving that anisotropic components 

introduced in the settling chamber have negligible influence on 

the test section. Constant Temperature Anemometry (CTA) 

measurements indicate only slight disturbances, if samples are 

placed in the test section (see Fig. 3).  

 

 
Fig. 3.  Velocity profile for different distances along the width of the inlet 

section upstream of the test section.  

B. Experiments with fin samples 

Different fin samples (plain, wavy, lanced and louvered) with 

different heights and pitches have been investigated. These 

samples have been mounted in MPE tubes and cooled by 

coolant solution. Fig. 4 shows a typical fin sample and Fig. 5 

gives an overview of the fin samples under investigation. 
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Fig. 4.  Typical fin sample with wavy fins mounted on a MPE tube. 

 

 

Fig. 5.  Summary of fin samples placed in the test section of the small scale 

wind tunnel facility. All fins characterized by structure, height and pitch have 
been mounted on MPE tubes. 

The experiments were performed by changing the set points 

of the coolant temperature. During icing, the inlet air was fixed 

at a temperature of -0.8 ± 0.4°C exhibiting a relative humidity 

of 71 ± 2%. The maximum volume flow rate was 62 m3/h which 

corresponds to a speed of 2.3 m/s. The coolant volume flow rate 

was kept at 0.65 ± 0.01 l/min. Figure 6 shows a typical icing 

and defrosting cycle.  

 

During icing the air volume flow rate and the heat transfer 

decline, whereas the pressure difference over the fin samples 

increases. The time span, when the air volume flow rate has 

decreased from 100% to 75% of its start value has been defined 

as “icing time”. 
 

 

Fig 6. Typical icing and defrosting cycle showing the set point changes of the 

coolant liquid temperature versus time. Two defrosting stages are shown. 

 

A mean heat transfer is calculated using  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7 shows the heat transfer decrease during icing for a typical 

measurement using plain fin #1 (see Fig. 5). The inlet air 

temperature was set to -0.8 °C with a relative humidity of 70%. 

Fig. 7.  Heat transfer decrease during icing. 

During the experiments air pressure drops due to blocking of 

flow through the fins due to ice aggretion on the fin and MPE 

tube structures. Fig. 8 gives an example of absolute pressure 

and pressure drop during a typical icing experiment. 
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Fig 8. Absolute pressure (left scale, dark gray curves) and pressure difference 
(right scale, light gray curve) for a typical icing and defrosting experiment with 

plain fin #2 (see Fig. 5).  

Icing times and mean heat transfer are summarized in Fig. 9. 

Highest and lowest values are shown in gray. Icing time 

measurements are given with an error of around 20%, the 

inaccuracy of the mean heat transfer calculation can be 

estimated to be around 8%.  

 

Fig. 9. Icing times and heat transfer for various fin samples. Gray fields mark 
the highest and lowest values respectively.  

Fins showing long icing times exhibit lower mean heat 

transfer compared to the other fins. Fins with equal geometry 

showed longer icing times, if their pitch was larger – in this case 

the heat transfer was also lower. Short icing times compared 

with good mean heat transfer can be seen in case of the louvered 

fin #1 and the lanced fin #1; a good balance between icing times 

and heat transfer has been found for wavy fins. These results 

led to the decision to focus on these fin structures for the small 

heat exchanger packages.  

Fig. 10. Typical icing times for three wavy fin heat exchanger packages 

characterized by different heights, pitches and wave angles. 

C. Experiments with small heat exchanger packages 

Three different heat exchanger packages based on wavy fins 

pitch 5.0mm, height 10.4mm (HEX1), pitch 5.0mm, height 

11.3mm (HEX2) and fin pitch 4.5mm, height 10.4mm (HEX3)  

 

 

 
Fig. 11. Typical heat transfer for the three heat exchanger packages during 

several measurement runs. 

have been built and measured in the wind tunnel facility. Inlet 

air temperature was set to 1.9 ± 0.3 °C conditioned with a 

relative humidity of 73 ± 2%. A volume flow rate of a 

maximum of 335 m3/h for the air flow and 2.11 ± 0.03 l/min for 

the coolant was used for the experiments.  

Icing times and heat transfer defined as given in section B are 

shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 respectively, their mean values 
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given in Table 1. HEX1 and HEX3 show nearly the same icing 

time, HEX1 has a slightly higher mean heat transfer. HEX2 has 

a considerably longer icing time and mean heat transfer is lower 

by ~100W. Since HEX2 has the greatest pitch and the smallest 

wave angle of the 3 geometries, this is in line with earlier 

experiments.  

TABLE 1. 

ICING TIME, MAXIMUM PRESSURE LOSS AND MEAN HEAT TRANSFER FOR THE 

THREE WAVY FIN HEAT EXCHANGER PACKAGES 

D. Numerical Methods 

In a series of studies, Na and Webb (see [1]-[3]) presented 

their results on the frost formation for simple geometrical 

configurations. Their approach successfully predicted frosting 

reference data, however, in order to reduce the related 

computational cost, Hermes et al. [4] proposed an algebraic 

modification of the original frost growth and densification 

model.  This model (based on the fundamental principles of 

energy and mass conservation) has been selected here, and 

necessary modifications to general Navier-Stokes solver have 

been implemented in OpenFoam [5]. Figures 12 and 13 show a 

comparison between the modeled frost creation and the 

reference experimental data for a flat horizontal cooled surface. 

The time evolution of the frost thickness and the density agree 

reasonably well. All frost related correlations (heat and mass 

transfer coefficients, local velocities and temperatures, etc.) 

have to be calculated from the flow variables within the zone 

near the frost surface, and on the other hand flow characteristics 

within the frost layer have to be solidified. To allow complete 

flow blockage, frost creation is controlled by local flow 

characteristics.  

 

Fig. 12. Frost density for a flat horizontal plate – comparison of numerical and 

experimental data for several plate temperatures. 

 
 

Fig. 13. Frost growth for a flat horizontal plate – comparison of numerical and 

experimental data for several plate temperatures. 

Fig. 14 shows a flat cooled plate example (first four minutes 

of the frosting process): the initial boundary layer velocity 

distribution (bottom) is being distorted due to the growth of the 

solid frost layer (top). 

Fig. 14. Ice built up (upper row) and air flow (lower row) over a cooled flat 
plate. left: initial boundary flow – no ice is built up; right: situation after 4 

minutes: the ice has grown and the air flow is distorted. 

Fig. 15. Ice aggretion patterns on wavy fin (left) and louvered fin (right) 

configurations after 100 seconds. 
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Fig. 15 compares ice aggregation for wavy and louvered fins 

as an example. High fin density configuration reduced the 

humidity ratio within the domain, which results in the lower 

frosting at the fin surface. The louvered fin configuration allows 

the penetration of the humidity further into the domain, which 

increases the frosting throughout the geometry. 

III. PROPANE-SIDE OF THE EVAPORATOR 

The refrigerant-side design of the evaporator was separated 

into sizing the heat exchanger core for its thermal and hydraulic 

behavior as well as the sizing of the bionic distributor. Crucial 

constraints, which defined mainly outer dimensions of the core 

are the above documented fin selection activities and an 

allowed pressure loss in the diabatic region of the core of less 

than 1 K temperature decrease. 

A. Sizing of the binary/bionic distributor 

The sizing of the distributor incorporates the development of 

a hydraulic algorithm, its validation, and a close look at the 

manufacturing technologies being used for its production. The 

application of metal sheet design principles for distributors 

promises highly automatable manufacturing techniques. A 

detailed introduction on the development of the algorithm is 

given in Braungardt et al. [21]. Tube and fin height define only 

the final distance of the outlet channels, whereas a hydraulic 

algorithm is developed to size outer dimensions and all 

necessary flow arrangements. Bends of 90° are applied to have 

a compact overall height and a chance to apply known pressure 

drop models for these frequently occurring flow conditions in 

technical systems. Most crucial design criterion of straight 

segments is to increase the probability that symmetric flow 

regime conditions are matched before the bifurcation of the 

flow takes place. This is mainly annular flow, which was tested 

for horizontal as well as vertical flow conditions. Main 

parameter to control the regime development is the mass flux 

which was sized by applying certain hydraulic diameters and its 

changes in each bifurcation level. See Fig. 16 in which several 

matched conditions in different bifurcation levels are shown. 

Main parameters to locate flow properties within the Taitel-

Dukler map are FD , the limit between annular and stratified-

wavy flow and Xi 

 

defined as Lockhard-Martinelli factor [19]. For vertical flow  

conditions, the Hewitt-Roberts map is applied. Here the 

impulse fluxes ig,0 and il,0 define the flow regime areas [20.] 

The sized conditions are marked as dots in Fig. 16. The 

applied mass flow range was adapted to the project’s design 

constraints from 50% part load (mass flow 0.0435 kg/s, vapor 

quality 0.48, see lower flow pattern maps in Fig. 16) up to full 

nominal load (mass flow 0.087 kg/s, vapor quality 0.3, see 

upper flow pattern maps in Fig. 16). 

Although flow conditions are important, the unconstrained 

application leads to outer dimensions of the distributor that by 

far surpasses the depth of the heat exchanger. The full scale 1-

to-64 connections for in- and outlets would have a depth of 

about 759 mm. By recalling its original functionality: 

1. Improving phase balancing between all MPE tubes by a 

robust technique; 

2. Decreasing the inner volume of a distributor device by 

substituting the usually used cylindrical manifolds; 

3. Saving efforts in connection technologies compared to 

the application of commercially available (nozzle) 

distributors; 

a 4-to-64 distributor is chosen to limit its height to less than 335 

mm. Fig. 17 shows the fully assembled evaporator. Due to the 

prototype state, the connection is realized by so- called mini-

headers for which two in-line arranged MPE tubes are 

connected to the 64 outlets of the evaporator. For the market 

roll-out the direct connection is planned. 

Fig. 16. Design conditions of the distributor for horizontal and vertical flow 

conditions. Flow regime maps from Taitel and Dukler [19] and Hewitt and 

Roberts [20] are applied.  
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TABLE 2: 

COMPARISON OF INNER VOLUMES OF APPLICABLE DISTRIBUTION DEVICES 

Distributor type Inner volume [ml] 

2x Venturi 1-to-32 plus feeder lines 302 

Tube as hollow cylindrical 

distributing manifold 

4924 

Bionic distributor 4-to-64 with 1-to-4 

pre-distributor and mini-headers 

1670 

Bionic distributor 4-to-64 with 1-to-4 

pre-distributor directly mounted 

359 

 

The connection to the injection line of the expansion valve and 

the pre-distribution device is realized by a conventional 1-to-4 

nozzle distributor. This allows an optimal trade-off between the 

original distributor’s functionalities described above and the 

overall assemblage of the evaporator and its incorporation into 

the subsequent air duct design. The overall manufacturing steps 

to assemble the full-size evaporator are realized at AKG. A 

preliminary inner volume comparison is shown in Table 2. 

B. Experimental Methods for flow distribution analysis 

In order to allow testing of the distribution quality at different 

operating conditions, a test bench was developed and built up 

at Fraunhofer ISE. The test bench is able to provide a flow of 

any refrigerant at a desired temperature and vapor quality. This 

can then be distributed in the tested device and the mass-flow 

and the vapor quality can be determined in every exit. 

Distributors with up to 32 outlets can be tested. 

A schematic of the test bench is shown in Fig. 18. A liquid 

pump raises the pressure of the refrigerant, and then it is heated 

to a point that it nearly starts boiling. An expansion valve 

reduces the pressure so that part of the refrigerant evaporates 

and the desired vapor quality and pressure is achieved. After the 

distributor, a set of valves allows picking a single exit and 

measuring its mass flow and determining its vapor quality 

through an energy balance. Finally, the refrigerant is condensed 

and returned to the liquid pump. 

C. Experiments with transparent distributor prototypes 

For the first experiments, a transparent prototype was 

produced. This allows an optical evaluation of the flow-regime 

and the distribution in the bifurcations. The first prototype is not 

totally symmetric, but it has some paths folded compared to the 

others. This was done in order to assess if even more compact 

geometries are possible with acceptable results in distribution. 

A schematic of the tested distributor is shown in the following 

Figure. The resulting distribution is shown in the diagram in 

Fig. 19. 

Fig. 17. Isometrical and zoomed view on the full scale evaporator 
assembly. The zoomed isometrical perspective reveals the chosen 

connection and the chosen flow arrangement of the distributor. In 

analogy to large (hollow cylindrical) distributing manifolds small so-
called mini-headers connect each distributor outlet to the single pass 

diabatic heat exchanger core. 

Fig. 18. Test bench for the testing of two-phase fluid distribution. 
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These results show that a more symmetric layout leads to a 

more uniform distribution. Primarily experimental pressure 

drop measurements promise further reduction potentials in the 

hydraulic diameter and thus the inner volume. 

D. Experiments with formed distributor 

The distributor is manufactured as a one-side flat device. 

Channel structures for the flow distribution require precise 

forming technologies to keep not-formed areas as plane as 

possible to simplify the subsequent vacuum brazing of the 

distributor. The forming as well as the mechanical sizing was 

realized at Fraunhofer IWU. It included several FEM 

simulations for the opposed channel pressure resistance and 

forming processes, the tool design and manufacturing, the 

production of tailored blanks as well as the distributor 

manufacturing.  

Two different forming concepts were applied to match the 

desired boundary conditions: 

 

1. Sequential moulding of metal sheets with several 

thicknesses (tailored blanks). 

2. Hydroforming of the full-size distributor with a single 

sheet thickness. 

 

EN AW 1050 is used as sheet material because of its 

compatibility with vacuum brazing and availability in several 

sheet thicknesses. Tailored blanks were produced by CNC laser 

welding before moulding took place. The geometry was 

adapted to the needs of the hydraulic performance sized by 

Fraunhofer ISE and the needs of the mechanical constraints 

defined by the material properties. To allow a homogeneous 

channel system within a tailored blank the bifurcation geometry 

and the ratio of their channel to edge radii (minimum = sheet 

thickness) need to be constant, see Fig. 20 for details. 

The second forming alternative with the single sheet 

thickness allows applying constant, small channel edge radii at 

the price of slightly varying bifurcation geometry at each 

distribution level. This means that the larger the fluid channels 

become, the closer they are to a perfect round shape. Therewith, 

theoretically decreasing wall thickness to channel diameter 

ratio and the according pressure resistance loss can be 

compensated. 

With the preliminary planned full-size 1-to-64 distributor 

three different thicknesses (1, 2 and 4 mm) were necessary to 

fulfill the requirements for sufficiently high pressure resistance 

whereas the compromise of the 4-to-64 distributor allows 

working with only the two smaller sheets. 

 Burst pressure tests for the moulded tailored blank 

distributor were already performed at AKG to ensure that 

operation pressure ranges as valid for R290 can safely be 

reached. For the already formed 1 and 2 mm sheets burst 

pressures of about 75 and 95 bar, respectively, are reached.  

The 4-to-64 single thickness distributor concept allows 

realizing the hydroforming with only 1 mm sheet thickness 

which results in significant savings in material cost and 

manufacturing expenses.  

E. Numerical methods 

The application of CFD simulation was driven by two 

motivations. In the first place, it was done to cross-validate the 

scarce two-phase pressure drop models for bends but especially 

for bifurcations before validated experimental data were 

available,  and, secondly, to understand re-development effects 

on flow conditions after induction of secondary flow due to 

bends and bifurcations. This latter aspect is very crucial to 

understand the minimum distance before bifurcations can be 

placed again. This influences largely the overall size 

(compactness) of the distributor. Both CFD simulations were 

performed in OpenFOAM [5]. A mesh sensitivity analysis was 

performed preliminary to the two simulations.  

The pressure drop cross validation was realized with RANS 

simulations. Six different operation conditions (cases) were 

applied.

1 2 

3 4 

5 6 7 8 

asymmetric symmetic 

Fig. 19. Schema of the first distributor (transparent prototype) and resulting 
distribution. 

Fig. 20. Radii at in- and outlet of an exemplary bifurcation as it is applied for 

the tailored blank metal sheet forming process. 
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TABLE 3 

EXEMPLARY DESIGN CONDITIONS SIMULATED WITH RANS IN OPENFOAM 

Case x 

[%] 

G 

[kg/m²s] 

ul 

[m/s] 

ug 

[m/s] 

Q 

[kW] 

Tamb 

[°C] 

2 0.18 420.3 0.69 9.64 24 0 

5 0.53 355.7 0.32 22.56 12 0 

The used solver was interFOAM as transient solver with 

VOF. The system was considered as incompressible fluidic 

system, adiabatic with no phase change. The applied turbulence 

model was k-ω-SST [23]. Fig. 21 shows the segmented 

bifurcation. Fig. 23 explains in detail the results of one of the 

simulated cases listed in Table 3. Box- and violin plots are used 

to represent the transient pressure development. Results from 

low-dimensional pressure drop models are included as black 

dots. By comparing the upper with the lower graph it can be 

seen that CFD and pressure drop model comparison is more 

similar for higher vapor qualities. 

 

Fig 21. Location of slices at which pressures were calculated for the pressure 

drop analysis in Figure 23. 

Fig. 22. Map of slice locations for LES simulation. 

The flow regime development was simulated by LES. The 

used solver is compressibleinterFOAM with transient 

conditions and VOF. Again the system is considered as 

adiabatic without phase change. Turbulance models applied are 

dynamic Smagorinsky [28] and K-equation [29]. 

 
Fig 23. Box plot graphs for RANS simulations at vapor qualities of case #2 (upper 

graph) and case #5, see Table 3 for case details. Each slice set represents the pair-

wise pressures which were calculated in the defined locations shown in Fig. 20. 

Slices are located at 4 points, see Fig. 22.  

 
Fig. 24. Phase boundaries at different time steps at slices 1L, 1R, 2L, 2R. 

In Fig. 24 phase boundaries can be viewed. Directly 

downstream of the bifurcation the impingement effect and the 

disturbance of the annular flow regime is obvious. The slices 

are arranged so 1R and 2R (see Fig. 22) show the positive 

direction of the centrifugal forces on the left side, whereas 1L 

and 2L show the same on the right side. The impact of the 

centrifugal force in slice #2 L/R levels these propagating waves 

continuously out. However, a slight asymmetric distribution of 

the annular ring does not vanish and runs into the next 

bifurcation level. 

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Using the wind tunnel facilities placed in a climate chamber, 

the icing characterization of different fin geometries and 

surface structures (coatings) is possible. With the distributor 

test bench new and existing flow distributing technologies can 

be characterized. For the numerical analysis OpenFOAM was 

successfully used and a frosting model was implemented in the 

open-source Navier-Stokes solver OpenFoam.  
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Both experimental and numerical techniques are feasible for 

the pre-selection of fin types. For the sizing of plane distributors 

the numerical design needs to be further validated to allow 

sizing calculations. Several techniques are readily developed to 

support any evaporator design. Some of the methods (PIV, 

Shadowgraphy, Video analysis, CFD) could also be used for 

investigations in the climate chambers and test benches on full 

scale HEXs in heat pumps.   

Fin geometry has an influence on the icing properties and the 

overall mean heat transfer. Wavy fins seem to be a good 

compromise between a good heat transfer and a proper icing 

time. Blocking takes place at the inlet area, which is supported 

both by experiments and numerical simulations. 

The bionic distributor fulfills necessary burst pressure tests. 

The distribution quality of the transparent prototypes and its 

inner volume significantly improves the performance in 

comparison to known cylindrical distributing manifolds.  

First experimental validation measures for the applied pressure 

drop models promises even further potential in hydraulic 

diameter reduction which allows smaller inner volumes.  

Next steps include some final steps for the full size forming 

of the distributor at Fraunhofer IWU, the brazing of the full-size 

distributor, further burst pressure tests for the hydroformed 

(overall thickness is then only 1 mm), finishing pressure drop 

model validation and the full assemblage of the evaporator at 

AKG, comparison between MPE tube heat exchangers and 

conventional finned-tube heat exchangers for frosting and 

defrosting at AIT and Fraunhofer ISE and finally the 

experimental characterization of the full-size distributor-

evaporator package with R290 as refrigerant. 
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